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About This Game

Upside Down will immerse you in an incredible adventure. Sharpen your reflexes for this fast-paced, precise puzzle-platformer.
As a scarecrow armed only with your sharp wit, you will have to face deadly traps and dangerous wildlife to reach your goal.

Each level is distinctive and exotic.
Figure out genuine puzzles and take the right path toward your salvation.

Features:

- Unique levels
- Challenging puzzles

- Interesting obstacles and game mechanics
- Beautiful graphics and animations
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Publisher:
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Not too bad.
Nothing extraordinaire, but it's good to have added content for such great game.. Keeps crashing. Can't change cotrols. Takes
forever to load. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.
Oh and if you play anyway, don't double KO on the wizard boss or you will have to start over from the beginning : the key that
drops will be lost forever and you won't be able to open doors to continue the game... neat huh?. More of the same.
This dlc is incomplete without The Brigmore Witches so buy them only together.. This game looked really cool in the trailer.
After buying and playing for about 30 minutes i realized its bugged too much at this point to even play. e.g. I equiped my axe in
slot 1, i can swing it but it does nothing. Cant harvest wood to build. Swimming is severely bugged graphics-wise. I will keep
checking in on this game because it looks cool.. It it appears that Paradox is deleting my negative review of this game. Criticism
is not allowed its seems. As so. I have decided to give the whole game and DLC a negatieve review. Terrible. Little Selection.
Game is very unfinished. No Goals. Tutorial and Free Play, that's it.. This version improved both in control of the "Anakim"
(the mecha), as in the difficulty, allowing different types of players to enjoy it.

In addition there were certain visual improvements, especially in the UI and the access of the additional content to the game
(invaders of ekron).

. Even more Ghost Recon, now complete with funny hats and a drop of saltwater.
It's good stuff.. $5.49 with an hour of content but nothing notable being added.
No.
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The Event system is a mess, and letting users "resolve" Trial events to hire powerful heroes is just over the top, in my opinion..
Bought on special for 10 dollars, it is barely worth that. You get 3 different courses of about 12 holes each. You can complete
this game in 20 minutes.

pro
- cute surroundings, kids would love
- pushes you onto the next hole after 7 failed attempts so you are not stuck. some of the holes are tricky

con
- short
- dinosaurs and other characters just sit there and bob up and down. apart from a T rex which roars if you get the ball into the
hole and a guy which moves around, the surrouding could be replaced with anything.

I recommend cause the cuteness is turned up to 10, but as mini golf goes there are tons of similar games out there and this one
golf wise does not stand out.. As a young kid I played these games religiously. I used to write letters to Sierra asking for help and
they'd respond via snail mail. That was before AOL 4.0. These games have aged as well as can be expected. Simply put, if
someone created these types of games today and marketed them as 'retro', 'pixel graphics', 'point and click', 'text adventures'
etc.- I doubt they would be as well made as the KQC games. The nostalgia is overwhelming, the quality of the content is
priceless, and the feeling of solving a puzzle is unparalleled. If you are around 30, you probably paid $150 or more for the box
set back at Media Play. The games are almost as fun today at a fraction of the price. kQV... "Look out Graham, that's a
poiiiiiiisonnnnnus snake!" And KQIV? Come on, completing the game 100 points over the maximum score? KQ3, finding the
right ingredients in the spell book to advance their game. KQVI, making your way into the castle for the first time just waiting
for your opportunity to return. VIi, those graphics - the epic ending where the win / lose was completely random based on your
computers mood. So many memories. Where is Laura Bow and the dagger of amen ra? Or mixed up mother goose. All of the
ascii text games, NORTH NORTH WEST NORTH, ahh a shack in the desert. Oh the memories.. This is one of the best game
I've played, I love BOB he's hilarious
Please make a sequel or sumthing like this. When an expansion for Endless Legends comes out, I'm like a sugar-starved child in
front of a jar of cookies : I pick it up and munch on its content, no questions asked.
So please, do not consider this evil red thumb as a definite "avoid this content" sign, and I shall explain why.

The DLC can be broken down to two major additions : the new game mechanic (the Pearls) and the faction taking the most
advantage of it, the Allayi.
Firstly, the pearls. New nodes of pearls appear after the beginning of each winter, awaiting to be gathered (if you steal pearls in
another civilization's territory, as expected, they will really not like it- and in diplomatic exchanges, they value the pearls quite a
bit too much. 1000 dust for ONE pearl ? No deal, man !).
Pearls have three functions :
1) Once you have constructed the Altar of Auriga, you can "pray" by spending pearls to choose one of three effects to be
applied during the next winter. The choice with the most "prayers" will be active. A nice little tweak, possibly favouring
yourselve and hampering the others !
2) You can unlock "blessings" by spending pearls- in other words, extra techs and buildings. On paper, more possibilities is neat.
Ingame, what you can unlock probably won't make much of a difference. Accessories and armors made of pearls ? Quite weak,
except maybe early game, and then only the Allayi shall gather enough pearls at this point in time. No vision penalty for
buildings during winter ? Marginal bonus. The new towers providing "retalation effects" when ennemy armies attack on your
territory ? Doesn't slow down a serious invasion. While they are on or two great innovations (like the building giving +10
industry on river tiles during winter), generally speaking, it doesn't motivate to pick pearls.
3) Linked to the blessings, some buildings and equipement need pearls to be made.

Now, for the Allayi. Quite a curious race, they are. For the bad part, they have 150% expansion disapproval and need 100%
more food to go up a level in population. The catch ? Their units move normally during winter (when they shift form and are
more combat-able) and possess high movement capability, they know exactly when winter begin and how long it will last, they
know where pearls are on the map even without vision of them.
Plus, the very first part of their quest grant them the God of scouts : the skyfin. The skyfin has 8 moves, flies (no movement
penalty due to land) and robs ruins of their content like it's nobody's business. Plus Allayi can find pearls in ruins !
Skyfins are fantastic, no doubt, allowing you to quickly map your surroundings and gather many goodies from ruins across
Auriga.
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Lastly, they have a special form of borough granting more bonuses, but needing pearls to be built, so, of course, they need loads
of them.

Are they bad ? Nope. Even with said penalties, you can make them powerful, and in opposition to all other races, winter is the
best time for them to go to war. I would even favor them over the Forgotten.
Now then, why the red thumb ? Well, as Redvolver said in his own review : " I feel it's absolutely optional ", a statement I agree
with, but not to the same conclusion. Being optional is really not a problem. Being absolutely so is a bit sad.
Now, it's just my point of view (obviously) but I find that an expansion should bring something more substantial.
The problem is that the Pearl mechanic can be totally disregarded if you do not play as the Allayi. Its impact is just not
significant enough.
" Well, sir, if you perceive it that way, just don't bother with it ! " you could say.
Yes, but, well, no. It's really bizarre for me to see that Amplitude made a brillant DLC (Guardians) adding several layers of
depth to the game, and then see Shifters (with a higher price !) being so non consequential.

In fine, it is not a bad DLC per se, but I'm taken aback to see so many people writing that it's fairly priced. But I might be
biased- I consider many DLC to be overpriced, and thankfully, Amplitude is not in that habit. Yes, I'm glaring at you, Paradox,
Stardock.... classic shoot 'em up!
I always love this kind of game
and to be honest I always suck at playing bullet-hell xD

this game is really challenging, I really enjoy watching an uploaded video contain a player beat all stages and bosses

for those guys who like bullet-hell, it is must a have!
. Turbo Dismount this is not.

Slash It Ultimate released!:
Check out our ultimate version of the Slash It series,
many new cool game modes and features!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/656600/Slash_It_Ultimate/. BIG DISCOUNT -98% Just1337 Collection Winter Bundle:
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